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Liquid realization in Rutooro
Lee Bickmore
University at Albany, SUNY & University of the Free State
This paper provides a description and analysis of te distribution of the liquids [r]
and [l] in Rutooro (E.12), a Ugandan Bantu language. The allophone that appears is
conditioned by the backness of both the preceding and following vowel. Assuming
/r/ is underlying, it changes to [l] in contexts when the preceding vowel is back
and the following vowel is front. A systematic set of apparent surface counterexamples, leading to phrasal minimal pairs, are argued to be the result of the rule
applying twice – both lexically and post lexically, where a separate post-lexical
rule of vowel deletion is responsible for the opacity.

1 Introduction
Rutooro (E/J.12) is a Bantu language spoken by roughly a half million speakers in
western Uganda. Other closely related languages in the “Nyooro/Ganda” group
include: Luganda, Runyankore, Ruciga, Nyooro, Soga, and Gwere. Previous work
on the language includes a dictionary (Kaji 2007) a brief article on the tone (Kaji
2008), and a Runyooro-Rutooro grammar (Rubongoya 1999). The data presented
in this paper were collected from Barbara Balinda, a 26 year old native speaker
from Fort Portal, currently residing in Albany, NY.
The goal of this paper is to describe and analyze the distribution of liquid consonants in Rutooro. It will be argued that the lateral [l], the flap [ɾ], and the trilled
[r] are all allophones of a single underlying sound. While the realization of the
trill is fairly straightforward to characterize, the complementary distribution between the lateral and flap is much more complex, and is the focus of this study.
First, the distribution of these two allophones within single words is such that
it is not immediately obvious which should be characterized as the elsewhere
case and therefore chosen to be basic. Only after examining liquid realization
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within phrases is it evident which of these must be posited as underlying. Second,
whichever is chosen to be basic, the derivation of the other must include information about both the preceding and following vowels. Third, given the triggering
environment, it does not appear that this process can be considered one of assimilation. Finally, while Kaji (2008) provides a solid description of the complementary distribution among these three allophones (completely consistent with what
I found), it is based solely on word-level data. This study significantly expands
our understanding of the realization of these sounds by considering phrasal data.
Accounting for this allophony in a rule-based approach, it will be argued that
the rule affecting a change in [lateral] actually has two chances to apply: once at
the word level and again at the phrasal level. This cyclic-type ordering actually
leads to phrasal minimal pairs involving the two liquids, even though they are
not underlyingly contrastive.

2 Distribution of liquid consonants
2.1 Liquid realization at the word level
Phonetically, there are three liquid consonants in Rutooro: the lateral [l], the flap
[ɾ] and the trilled [r], all in complementary distribution. (The articulation of the
[r], while a trill in the speech of some Rutooro spreakers, is realized as an alveolar approximate in that of others.) The practical orthography of the language
represents the liquid as ⟨l⟩, the flap as ⟨r⟩ and the trill as ⟨rr⟩. I will use this more
orthographic representation of these three sounds from here forward. In addition, while I will suggest below that it is not in fact immediately obvious whether
the underlying segment should be posited as /l/ or /r/, evidence discussed later
suggests it should be /r/. I assume that here and will defend it in §2.3.1
The trilled liquid is the phonetic realization of two underlying /r/s becoming
adjacent due to a process that deletes a vowel (most commonly /i/) between them.
This can be seen in the examples below.
(1)

a. omu-rro
/omu-riro/
c3-fire
‘fire’

1
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With regard to the Rutooro transcriptions, no tone is marked. Rutooro is one of the relatively
few Bantu languages where all lexical tone contrast has been lost. Synchronically, a High is
predictably found on the penult of each phonological phrase.
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b. ku-rr-a
/ku-rir-a/
inf-cry-fv
‘to cry’
c. ba-kor-r-e
/ba-kor-ir-e/
3pl-work-appl-fv
‘that they work for’
I will now show that the distribution of the lateral and flap allophones of /r/ depends upon both what immediately precedes and follows the liquid. Specifically,
it is the backness of any adjacent vowels which condition the distribution. The
lateral is found when two conditions are met: 1) it is word-initial or preceded by
a back vowel, and 2) it is followed by a front vowel. This is illustrated in the examples from nouns below (where the hyphen separates the nominal class prefix
and the stem).
(2)

(3)

[l] in [+bk] [–bk]
a. omu-gole
b. oru-baale
c. e-gali

‘bride’
‘hail’
‘bicycle’

d. eki-cooli

‘corn’

[l] in [ω
leesu

[–bk]
‘waistcloth’

The liquid phoneme is realized as [r] when either: a) followed by a back vowel
or b) preceded by a front vowel.
(4)

(5)

[r] in [+bk] [+bk]
a. en-garo
b. oru-kurato
c. aka-tuunguru
d. en-jora
[r] in [–bk]
a. bendera

‘hand’
‘meeting’
‘onion’
‘cloth’

[+bk]
‘flag’
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b. eki-bira
c. i-somero
d. eki-cumbiro
(6) [r] in [ω [+bk]
a. raangi
b. ruhanga
c. rugabire
(7) [r] in [–bk] [–bk]
a. omu-zaire
b. eki-gere
c. firimu
d. omu-ceeri

‘forest’
‘school’
‘kitchen’

‘color’
‘God’
‘sandal’

‘parent’
‘foot’
‘film’
‘rice’

Given the distribution described and illustrated above, neither the environment where [r] is found, nor the one where [l] is found can be stated simply, i.e.
without recourse to disjunction. In (8) we formulate the rule necessary if /r/ is
chosen to be basic, and in (9) we formulate the rule necessary if /l/ is chosen to
be basic. As can be seen both involve a disjunctive environment, requiring the
use of curly brackets.
(8) Assuming /r/ to be underlying
#
} [+bk]
r→l/ {
[+bk]
(9) Assuming /l/ to be underlying
[–bk]
}
l→r/ {
[+bk]
While neither the distribution of [l], nor [r] is easily identified as the “elsewhere” case, we will see evidence later which favors the choice of /r/ as the
phoneme. Until then, as noted above, I will assume /r/ in the discussion which
follows.
The forms in (2–6) show the realization of the liquid in contexts where the
liquid is tautomorphemic with the surrounding vowels. That this allophonic variation can in fact result in morphological alternations is shown in the examples
below:
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(10) Verb roots ending Back Vowel + /r/
a. ku-har-a
‘to scratch’
‘that they scratch’
b. ba-hal-e
c.
d.
e.
f.
(11)

ku-zoor-a
ba-zool-e
ku-sasur-a
ba-sasul-e

‘to find’
‘that they find’
‘to pay’
‘that they pay’

Alternations in class 5 nominal prefix /ri-/
a. e-ri-ino
‘tooth’
b. li-ino
‘it is a tooth’
‘eye’
c. e-ri-iso
‘it is an eye’
d. li-iso
‘doughnut’
e. e-rii-ndazi
‘it is a doughnut’
f. lii-ndazi

In (10) it can be seen that the root-final liquid, preceded by a [+back] vowel,
surfaces as [r] before the [+back] default Final Vowel /-a/ (cf. 4), but as [l] before
the [–back] subjunctive Final Vowel /-e/ (cf. 2). In (11) the liquid of the Class 5
noun prefix surfaces as [r] when preceded by the [–back] preprefix /e-/ (cf. 7),
but as [l], when no preprefix precedes (cf. 3), signaling the copulative meaning.
Below, it is shown that [back] value of glides is equally relevant in the determination of the distribution of the liquid allophones.
(12)

Effect of glides
a. ba-sasul-e
b. ba-sasur-w-e
c. ba-zool-e
d. ba-zoor-w-e
e. ku-gi-ry-a
f. ku-ly-a
g. e-ry-aato
h. ly-aato

‘that they pay’
‘that they be paid’
‘that they find’
‘that they be found’
‘to eat them (C4)’

/ba-sasur-e/
/ba-sasur-u-e/
/ba-zoor-e/
/ba-zoor-u-e/
/ku-gi-ri-a/

‘to eat’
‘boat’
‘it is a boat’

/ku-ri-a/
/e-ri-ato/
/ri-ato/
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The examples in (12a–12d) show that the glide [w] acts as a [+back] segment in
triggering the realization of this liquid phoneme. As the liquid is surrounded by
two [+back] vocoids in those cases, it surfaces as [r]. The examples in (12e–12h)
show that the glide [y] acts as a [–back] segment in this regard. Since the liquid
is word-initial and followed by a [–back] vocoid in those cases, it surfaces as [l]

2.2 Liquids realization at the phrase level
Having established the environments that [l] and [r] appear in at the level of the
word, let us now turn to phrases. First we consider the short phrases in (13–15).
(13)

ku-leet-a
li-nu
inf-bring-fv c5-dem
‘to bring this one (C5)’

(14) ba-leet-e
li-nu
3pl-bring-subj c5-dem
‘that they bring this one (C5)’
(15)

e-ki-sani
li-ino
iv-c7-drawing c5-tooth
‘the drawing is a tooth’

In (13–15) the word-initial (but phrase-medial) Class 5 noun prefix in each case
is realized as [l]. We saw this in (15) and (11b, d, f) where the liquid was followed
by a [–back] vowel but not preceded by any sound (being both word and phraseinitial in those cases). However, we have also seen that when the liquid is both
preceded by and followed by [–back] vowels, as in (7) and (11a, c, e), it is realized
as [r]. We conclude from the examples in (13–15) that it is not possible to simply
say that the domain of application of the r→l rule in (8) is the phrase (with no
regard to word boundaries) as such would ungrammatically predict the realization of [r] in these cases. One way to account for these facts is to posit the r→l
rule in (8) as a word-level process, taking place before any post-lexical rules.
Before investigating liquid resolution in additional phrasal contexts, we must
first examine a process of vowel deletion that operates across words. As seen
in the phrasal data below, a [–hi] vowel at the end of a word deletes before a
following word-initial vowel, with a compensatory lengthening of that second
vowel.
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(16)

a. ku-leet
oo-muu-ntu
/ku-leet-a o-mu-ntu/
inf-bring-fv iv-c1-person
‘to bring the person’
b. ku-som
ee-ki-tabu
/ku-som-a e-ki-tabu/
inf-read-fv iv-c7-book
‘to read the book’
c. ba-han
aa-baa-ntu
/ba-han-e
a-ba-ntu/
3pl-advise-subj iv-c2-people
‘that they advise people’

The rule accounting for this is formalized below:
(17)

Vowel Deletion
V → ø / ]ω ω [ V
[–hi]

Given, this process we can now examine some additional phrases that are relevant to our understanding of liquid realization, namely those where an underlying liquid precedes a word-final vowel that will be deleted by the rule in (17).
First let us examine the case where the vowel preceding the liquid is [–back], and
the first vowel of the following word is [+back]
(18)

oo-muu-ntu
a. ba-zool
/ba-zoor-e o-mu-ntu/
3pl-find-subj iv-c1-person
‘that they find the person’
aa-baa-ntu
b. ba-zool
/ba-zoor-e a-ba-ntu/
3pl-find-subj iv-c2-person
‘that they find the people’
c. a-ka-tal
aa-ko
/a-ka-tare
a-ko/
iv-c13-market iv-dem.13
‘this market’
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d. o-bu-zaal
oo-bu
/o-bu-zaare
o-bu/
iv-c14-kinship iv-dem.14
‘that kinship’
In each case above the liquid is underlying preceded by a back vowel. While it
is followed by a [–back] vowel underlyingly, due to application of Vowel Deletion,
it is followed by a [+back] vowel on the surface within the phrase. As can be seen,
in each case the liquid is realized as [l]. Here again, if were to assume that liquid
realization is a phrase-level process that occurs after Vowel Deletion, we would
incorrectly predict that the liquid should surface as [r], as it did in (4) between
two back vowels. If, however, we consider the liquid realization rule to take place
at the word level, we directly account for the patterns in (18), as we did in (16).
This is illustrated in the derivation below of (18a), where Vowel Deletion counterbleeds the r→l rule.
(19) /ba-zoor-e o-mu-ntu/
ba-zool-e o-mu-ntu
ba-zool oo-mu-ntu

UR
r → l (word-level)
V-Deletion (phrase-level)

Finally, let us examine the case where the vowel preceding the liquid is [+back],
the word-final vowel after it is [–back], and the following word begins with a
[+back] vowel.
(20)

a. ku-zool
ee-bi-tabu
/ku-zool-a e-bi-tabu
inf-find-fv iv-c8-book
‘to find the books’
b. ku-hal
ee-bii-ntu
/ku-har-a
e-bi-ntu/
inf-scratch-fv iv-c8-thing
‘to scratch the things’
c. e-ky-aal
ee-ki
/e-ki-ara
e-ki/
iv-c7-finger iv-dem.7
‘that finger’
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d. e-ki-kool
ee-ki
/e-ki-koora e-ki/
iv-c7-dry.leaf iv-dem.7
‘that dry leaf’
In each case above the liquid is realized as [l]. Yet, this is unexpected given our
current analysis. If the r→l rule applies at the level of the word, we would expect
it not to apply in these cases since the liquid within the word is both preceded
and followed by a [+back] vowel, an environment where [r] is attested (cf. 4). In
order to account for the realization of the liquid as the lateral in these phrases,
we must assume that the r→l rule applies after Vowel Deletion, as it must be fed
by it. This is shown in the derivation below of (20a).
(21) /ku-zoor-a e-bi-tabu/
ku-zoor ee-bii-tabu
ku-zool ee-bii-tabu

UR
V-Deletion (phrase-level)
r → l (phrase-level)

Yet, if the r→l rule is only a phrase-level one, it will fail to account for phrases
such as the ones in (13–18), as detailed above. Within this rule-based derivational
framework, one way to account for all of the phrases examined here is to posit
the r→l rule as both a word-level, as well as a post-lexical phrasal process. In
crude terms, under this analysis an underling /r/ has two chances to become [l]:
first if the structural description of the process is met within the word, and again
if the structural description is met at the level of the phrase, after vowel deletion.
Next, it is interesting to note that while [r] and [l] are allophonic variations
of a single phoneme in Rutooro, their complex realizationpatterns can actually
lead to minimal pairs at the phrase level. This is shown below.
(22) tu-bal
aa-maa-ndazi
/tu-bar-e
a-ma-ndazi/
1pl-count-subj iv-c6-donut
‘let’s count the donuts’
a-maa-ndazi
(23) tu-bar-a
a-ma-ndazi/
/tu-bar-a
1pl-count-fv iv-c6-donut
‘we count donuts (Habit)’
The example in (22) is in the Subjunctive which is formed by adding the suffix
/-e/ onto the verb. The r→l rule will apply at the level of the word as its structural
description is met there. Vowel Deletion will eliminate the /-e/ resulting in a
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compensatorily lengthened [aa] after the liquid. The example in (23) is in the
Habitual which is formed by adding the default Final Vowel /-a/ onto the verb.
The r→l rule will not apply at the level of the word as the /l/ is both preceded and
followed by a [+back] vowel. This remains true at the phrasal level as well, and
thus the liquid is realized as [r]. Thus, even though these two phrases are minimal
pairs, differing only in distinct realizations of [r] and [l], it is not evidence of
an underlying contrast between these two sounds, as has been carefully shown
throughout this paper.

2.3 Evidence for /r/
Having now considered all of these phrases, let us return to the question as to
whether it would be equally plausible to set up the liquid as underlyingly /l/. In
(13–18), one could assume the l→r rule formalized in (9) would be applicable only
at the level of the word. At that level it would not apply to a form such as /ba-zoole o-mu-ntu/ (18a) since a [+back] vowel precedes the liquid and a [–back] vowel
follows. Vowel Deletion would yield ba-zool oo-mu-ntu (the correct phonetic
output). The structural description of the l→r is now met, but we must prevent
the rule from applying, as it would incorrectly predict the liquid should surface
as [r]. We would therefore be forced to posit that the rule only applies at the
word level, and not the phrasal one.
Under the /l/ analysis, the UR of (21) would be /ku-zool-a e-bi-tabu/. The structural description of the l→r rule is met at the level of the word as the /l/ is followed by a [+back] vowel, yielding: ku-zoor-a e-bi-tabu. Vowel deletion would apply at the phrase level, producing the ungrammatical *ku-zoor ee-bi-tabu (whereas the grammatical output is [ku-zool ee-bi-tabu]). This, then, is evidence that
under this rule-based account, the liquid must be set up underlyingly as /r/, and
not /l/.
One final note on the allomorphy involving liquids should be noted here. As in
many Bantu languages, the liquid(s) in Rutooro also alternate with /d/, the latter
allophone appearing only after a nasal. Relevant Rutooro forms are given in (24),
and the rule to account for this in (25).
(24)
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a. ku-ras-a
inf-shoot-fv
‘to shoot’
b. kuu-n-das-a
inf-1sg-shoot-fv
‘to shoot me’

4 Liquid realization in Rutooro
(25) r → d / [+nas]
The analysis proposed in this paper posits /r/ as the phoneme, with the r→l
rule in (8) and the fortition rule in (25). (It is not clear whether the existence of the
trilled-r requires a third allophonic rule or is simply what happens to a geminate
[rr] in the phonetic implementation component.) If one were to posit /d/ as the
underlying segment, then both a d→l rule (with the environment found in 8) as
well as a d→r rule (with the environment found in 9) would be required. I would
submit that the /r/ analysis is to be preferred over a /d/ one since the rule in (25)
is less complex, not having the disjunctive environment found within the rule in
(9).

3 Character of rule
The last point of discussion concerns the character of the rule itself. The first
point to be made is that liquid realization in Rutooro does not fall among the
vast class of rules which are triggered by a single adjacent segment. We have
provided ample justification above that this allophony is dependent on the backness of both the preceding and following vowels. Second, one can ask whether
this process is one of assimilation. I would submit that there is no evidence to support that. In the distinctive feature model, the structural change of this process
involves a single feature, [lateral], but what conditions the change is not [lateral]
but [back]. Even from a more phonetic perspective, while one might be able to
argue that in some language one of the liquids has a somewhat more fronted or
backed realization vis-à-vis the other liquid, in Rutooro such a motivation seems
impossible, since the allophone [r] is realized both in the most back context (i.e.
between two [+back] vowels) as well as the most front context (i.e. between two
[–back] vowels). Even saying that the lateral is phonetically motivated as a result of some kind of “transition,” from the tongue being more back and moving to
the front is problematic, since the [l] also occurs word-initially before back vowels, where arguably no transition is involved. In summary, it seems that while
cannonical cases of allophonic variation are both postlexical and assimilatory
in nature, liquid realization in Rutooro is neither – being required to apply at
the word (lexical) level and involving changing one feature ([lateral]) due to the
presence of a very different one ([back]).
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Abbreviations
appl
c#
dem
fv

Applicative
Class(Number)
Demonstrative
Final Vowel

inf
iv
subj

Infinitive
Initial Vowel
Subjunctive
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